INTRODUCTION
The generation and detection of ultrasound with lasers has evolved to become a useful laboratory tool. An extensive compilation of laser ultrasonic technology and applications is available [1] . These laser ultrasonic techniques are complimentary to other methods such as piezoelectric transducers. Since they are non-contact and have very high resolution, these techniques provide otherwise unavailable NDE options. They are unfortunately relatively inefficient in their signal to noise ratio (SNR) in comparison to other NDE techniques limiting their value to potential applications where traditional NDE methods are unable to perform satisfactory. The work presented here demonstrates progress in overcoming some of the problems which have prevented laser ultrasonics from becoming useful in industrial environments.
In standard ultrasonic the transducer must be in contact with the surface, either directly or through a couplant. This means components with curved surfaces must either be immersed in a fluid bath or must have strategically located flat or simply curved surfaces. Laser generation and detection, on the other hand, are non-contacting, and can be performed on complexly curved surfaces. However, the efficiency of generation of ultrasonic waves is low. The need exists to modify the laser generation of ultrasound so as to optimize the use of available energy in the laser pulse so that specific evaluation needs might be met. The modifications would enable laser generated ultrasound to be used in industrial applications out of the laboratory.
Several investigations into the effects of spatial and temporal conditioning on the directionality of acoustic waves have been conducted [2, 3, 4] . These investigations were conducted using optical lenses to spatially condition the laser illumination on the test specimen. Temporal conditioning was primarily achieved by varying the laser pulse duration. Previous research by the authors has shown success in directionally enhancing the ultrasonic pulse (beam "steering") by means of changing the spatial distribution of energy at the surface of the specimen [5] . This enhancement was achieved using a fiber optic bundle to redistribute the laser energy and deliver it to the specimen surface.
be gleaned from a single acoustic pulse. However, when complex interactions occur between a pulse and the material in which it propagates, the interactions are often frequency dependent. When that occurs the signal analysis procedures required to extract the useful information from a broadband signal becomes time consuming and computationally intensive. Also, since the energy is distributed throughout all of the generated frequencies, the amplitude of individual frequencies is low and the signal to noise ratio is reduced over the whole spectrum. There are several laser based methods for generating narrow band ultrasound using array techniques [6, 7, 8] . An array of generation sources can reinforce the acoustic amplitude in a particular direction of propagation and produce waves with a narrow frequency band. However, several of these methods are sub-optimal because the illuminated array on the surface of the test coupons are not uniform with respect to their energy distribution. These problems are encountered because of the difficulty in obtaining multiple equivalent laser beams and because of uneven distribution of the energy in the original laser beam.
The most robust of these methods uses a phase grating and cylindrical lens system to produce a linear array of line sources [8] . The experimental configuration described in this paper closely follows that described in reference [8 ] except that a binary optical element (BOE) is used for multiple beam splitting. High efficiency and uniform beam splitting make the BOE a better choice than a phase grating. This technique has advantages over broad band generation because it reduces the bandwidth. A reduction in bandwidth simplifies some of the analysis and increases the ability to detect with a better SNR. The greatest advantage comes from the fact that the total laser input energy can be increased by the number of beams in the generating array. Previously, the amount of energy was limited by the amount of energy that could be delivered nondestructively by one beam.
BINARY OPTICAL ELEMENTS
Binary optical elements are unique diffractive optics which offer a wide variety of applications, one of which is highly efficient beam splitting [9] . The versatility of binary optics lies in the fabrication of these elements. The techniques used in their fabrication are derived from technology developed by the electronics industry for VLSI circuits. An optical designer specifies an idealized diffractive surface for an application. The mathematical profile is then approximated by a series of precise microlithographic masks. The masks are used to etch a multilevel phase relief structure. Each mask increases the phase levels by 2N times, thus the term binary optic. The larger the number of masks used, the closer the binary optic resembles the mathematical model. The mathematical modeling is quite complex requiring the use of coupled wave theory in the solution to Maxwell's equations. However, once modeled, simple equations determine the depth of the profile needed and the number of phase levels required to achieve a desired efficiency. The desired parameters are then used to allow precise computer control of the fabrication. Since BOEs are computer generated, they can perform very generalized waveform shaping. Thus, BOEs can evenly distribute the energy in a laser beam if properly designed. Because of these unique characteristics the research presented here uses a BOE instead of a phase grating to provide beam splitting.
ULTRASONIC WAVE MODES
In this research two specific types of guided waves are used. The first type is the Rayleigh surface wave which propagates at a free surface. It follows the contour of the surface with most of the energy concentrated at or near the surface. The material in which it propagates must be "thick" with respect to the acoustic wavelengths present. In Rayleigh waves the frequency is attenuated as a function of depth. Higher frequencies are affected most thus making the Rayleigh wave a good depth scale through frequency analysis. On the flat surface of an isotropic homogenous ideal material the Rayleigh wave is non-dispersive (all frequencies will travel at the same velocity). In most real situations where there are functionally gradient properties or when the Rayleigh wave length is such that it is aware of a lower boundary, the Rayleigh wave is dispersive. A complete treatment of the development of the theory used in establishing the dispersion curves used in this paper is given by Tiersten [10] . The second wave type is the Lamb wave of which there are infinite number of Symmetric and Anti-symmetric modes. The Lamb wave propagates in "thin" plates, when the acoustic wavelengths encounter both boundaries. Thus the Lamb wave interrogates the entire thickness of a plate. In most situations this wave is dispersive. The dispersion curve is highly dependent on the geometry and the material properties. The theory for obtaining the dispersion curves shown in this work is covered by Viktorov [11] .
THEORY of NARROW BAND GENERATION
The principles of narrow band generation of surface waves are obtained from Berthelot [7] and Huang [8] . The theory assumes that the laser generation is thermoelastic in an isotropic solid. The heat absorption is constrained to a localized skin depth which is small relative to the beam diameter. The energy distribution in the beam is assumed to be of Gaussian intensity spatially and an impulse in time (the Dirac delta function). For a single laser beam under these conditions, the out of plane displacement as a function time, h(t), of the generated plane surface wave is approximately
In this equation, t is time, x is the propagation distance from source, c is the surface wave speed, and d is the characteristic width of the Gaussian distribution. The Fourier transform of h(t) gives the amplitude spectrum of the single line generated surface wave as (2) where f is frequency. H(f) is a broad band spectrum whose maximum frequency is defined by the equation to befm =V2c/ ... d. For an array of N equally spaced identical laser sources in the x direction,the displacement can then be written as a summation of N single source surface waves displaced in time by the surface wave propagation interval between two adjacent sources,llt. This results in
The Fourier transform of get) is then given by
where S(f) is an array function defined as
Typical theoretical HOO and S(f) spectra are plotted in Fig. 1 for a value of N=6. Note that the array function Set) has narrow-band principal peaks appearing at frequencies Ia = (n+l}fo, n=0,1,2, ... , wherefo = 1Illt is the fundamental frequency in SOO. These peaks will be modulated by the spectrum of H(f). As N increases, the bandwidth of the principle peaks in S(f) decreases as well as the amplitude of the side lobes. Thus in theory large N is desirable.
From Fig. 1 , it can be seen that for narrow band signal generation to occur, fm must coincide with one of thela's. Considering that llt is equal to the array source separation distance 0 divided by the surface wave speed c, the array parameters for EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Figure 2 illustrates the experimental set-up used in this research. A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser is used as the energy source to generate the surface waves. The laser is single pulsed for each data set. The laser pulse is conditioned by passing through a. lens and binary optical grating. The particular grating used was tuned to the Nd: Y AG laser wavelength of 1064 nm and was designed to transmit the ± I, ±3 and ±5 orders with less than ±5% variation in energy between orders. The grating produced 6 equally spaced laser pulses with almost the same intensity in each pulse. Each pulse strikes the surface at the same time. The divergence angle per order is 3.2 degrees. The lens/grating optical system when properly positioned caused the resulting laser pulses to produce a narrow band acoustic pulse which corresponded to the wavelength reinforced by the spacing between the pulses. By moving the lens/grating combination in an appropriate manner the narrow band generation could be swept through a range of frequencies. The lens and grating were each mounted on micrometer controlled translation stages allowing for precise control. With the particular grating it was feasible to reinforce wavelengths from 0.5 mm to 6 mm. The ultrasound was detected using a fiber based interferometric system which has been discussed elsewhere [12] . This detector allowed for high resolution non-contact detection.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Figure 3 shows an actual narrow band acoustic pulse. This particular pulse is a 1.5 MHz Rayleigh wave on steel. The generation parameters were well matched resulting in near optimal generation. For perfect conditions the resulting pulse closely resembles a sinusoid. For less than optimal conditions (when the characteristic beam width is not matched to the array spacing), the resulting pulse may look like the superposition of sinusoid (beam width is too large for spacing) or individually spaced waveforms (beam width is too small for spacing). Figure 4 shows the contrast between the bandwidth of a broad band laser generated Rayleigh wave and a narrow band generated Rayleigh wave. The experimentally measured spectra are compared to theoretical spectra generated for the same parameters. ( Array spacing 0=2.97 mm; beam diameter d= 1.34 mm). The result is acoustic reinforcement for Rayleigh waves on steel at 1 MHz. Note the weak appearances of the harmonics at 2 and 3 MHz. As can be seen from Figure 4 the bandwidth in this case is reduced from approximately one and a half MHz for broad band generation to near I ()() kHz for the narrow band generation. This bandwidth reduction is achieved using only six laser pulses. Greater reduction in bandwidth is possible using more array elements (laser pulses). Experimentally it was observed that for this binary grating (6 laser pulses) the bandwidth varied from 50 kHz up to 250 kHz depending on the characteristic beam width used. Smaller beam widths result in broader bandwidth in each individual acoustic pulse which in tum result in slightly broader bandwidth in the narrow band generation. Narrow band sweeps were performed for wavelengths ranging from approximately 0.5 mm to 6.0 mm in steel, aluminum and copper. In steel and aluminum this resulted in narrow band sweeps for Rayleigh waves in the frequency range of 500 kHz to 5 MHz. This overall bandwidth covering an entire decade of frequencies with a narrow band sweep is quite unique for a single transducer. 2 The narrow band laser ultrasonic transducer was then applied to extracting dispersion curves in several applications. When the wavelength is known, the phase velocity may be calculated by the simple relationship V(f) = ).. xf, wherefis obtained from the peak frequency in the frequency spectrum of the narrow band generation resulting from a particular wavelength reinforcement [13] . By sweeping the wavelength reinforcement a dispersion curve is constructed point by point. This analysis is quite robust and is easily automated. Figure 5 shows the dispersion curves for two thin copper plates obtained using this method compared to the theoretical curves. The dispersion curves are for the fundamental anti-symmetric Lamb mode (Ao). Figure 6 shows similar results for 304 stainless steel plates. Finally the technique was applied to estimating the thickness of an "unknown" copper layer over an aluminum substrate. The thickness was known to lie between 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm. A dispersion relationship for Rayleigh waves propagating on the copper layer was obtained. The dispersion curve shown in Figure 7 fit the theoretical curve for a 0.75 mm thickness of copper. 
Dispersion Curves for Copper Layers

CONCLUSIONS
A compact optical setup which can be significantly miniaturized in the future has demonstrated that it can generate narrow band ultrasound for NDE applications. The current system is capable of a narrow band sweep through a decade of frequencies from 0.5 MHz through 5 MHz. A robust uncomplicated technique has been used to obtain phase velocity curves for both Lamb and Rayleigh waves. These dispersion curves are highly sensitive to material properties and variations in thickness. Others such as Newbrand and Hess [14] have demonstrated how these dispersion curves can be used to extract information about the thickness and material properties of plates and layers. Finally the narrow band laser transducer helps increase the low SNR often encountered by laser ultrasonics by allowing more energy to be put in nondestructively.
